a - Ceiling Paint

b - Floor Tile

Bubble Diagram

The above bubble diagram shows the
connection between different functions
in Wink’s retail space.

C - Countertop

Wink is a successful retailer in the
fast-paced world of the high fashion industry, because Wink's marketing strategies
take into consideration the demand of high
fashion in Los Angeles culture. With the high
fashion industry constantly changing, Wink
provides the ability to be able to customize
designer glasses that keep up with current
fashion trends and explore personal style
every day.
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Project Statement

Wink is designed to be a high fashion “bricks and mortar” eyeglass store offering
their clientele custom made eyewear and celebrity endorsed lines through a
seamless and intuitive service experience. Wink desires to:
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•

represent the feel of the high fashion industry and the diverse Los Angeles
culture

•
•

utilize innovative technology to enhance the shopping experience.

Schematic Design
b

The above schematic design shows how the connections made in
the bubble diagram can be placed within the floor plan to come
up with an initial plan.

inspiration images

These images were the inspiration for a
direction on where to take the design.

encourage clients to take control of their own eyewear design through the
guidance of Wink's expert sales technicians and knowledgeable staff.

Exterior rendering

CUstomer Journey
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CHRISTY ZIESMER

The red, yellow, and green lines represent possible routes a customer would take when
entering Wink’s store. The Yellow Customer appears to be browsing and meanders through
the store. The red Customer appears to know exactly what eyeglasses they are looking for.
and takes a quick look around the store before sitting down to pick up their glasses. The
Green Customer represents a customer who needs guidance and assistance in choosing the
best Eyepiece.
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HAND-RENDERED INTERIOR CIRCULATION
A QUICK RENDERING OF THE PROPOSED COLORS IN THE
RETAIL SPACE SHOWS HOW THE INTERIOR COULD LOOK
PATTERN
USING THE PROPOSED COLORS OF RED, WHITE, BLACK
AND GOLD. IT’S EASY TO SEE HOW THE RED FLOORING
GIVES THE CLIENT A PATH TO FOLLOW, WHILE OTHER
POPS OF RED DRAW THE EYE OF THE CUSTOMER TO THE
EDGES OF THE STORE TO SEE WHAT OTHER STYLES OF
EYEGLASSES ARE AVAILABLE.

WINK’S FLOORPLAN TAKES MORE
OF AN ORGANIC APPROACH TO
THE CUSTOMER’S CIRCULATION
PATTERNS. CUSTOMERS
WANDER FRONT TO BACK IN A
SIDE-TO-SIDE MOVEMENT.

Floorplan scale: 1/4” = 1’0”
Concept Statement

Wink brings a fresh twist to traditional eyewear stores by giving their customers the red-carpet experience, a nod to
the high-fashion industry. Customers pass into Wink’s polished, modern, sophisticated atmosphere and are whisked down
the catwalk to view the latest styles in eyeglass fashion. Friendly sales consultants greet customers with a refreshing beverage of their choice as they browse the amazing world of high fashion eyewear. The contrast of white against
black gives definition to each function within the space, while reds and golds give elegance to the room.

Entry Perspective
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